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It is proposed that the cong and the bi jades of the Liangzhu culture of late 

Neolithic date functioned as symbolic and ritual implements.  Various 

interpretations have circulated since Liangzhu period tombs were first rediscovered 

archaeologically over the last three decades.  The eminent jade scholar, the late 

Hayashi Minao, proposed that cong and bi functioned primarily as ritual tools 

signifying cosmological power (1992). Lu Jianfang proposed that cong and bi 

symbolized social status and political power of the ruling elite of Liangzhu society 

(1996). In earlier writings I explained them as both cosmological and social power 

symbols (2010:338, 350).  Gu Fang (personal communication, 2011) adheres to 

the hypotheses of earlier jade scholars, including Wu Dacheng (1889; rpt 1997), 

Berthold Laufer (1912, 1974), and S. Howard Hansford (1968), who suggested that 

according to epigraphical evidence the two implements were used together ritually 

as astronomical instruments.  Based on the burial context of these two jade types, 

their formal artistic properties, and related cultural data, it is evident- despite 

differences in emphasis among scholars- that these two eccentric and distinctive 

shapes had both cosmological and social meaning.  

 1. Cong and bi jade shapes 

 Bi, or jade disks with central perforation, take a classic shape during the 

Liangzhu cultural period.  They are consistently created as circular and flat 

disks made out of jade or other hard stones with a central perforation drilled 

symmetrically from two sides (Figure 1).   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
     Figure 1: Bi, Catalogue No. 13 

 

Frequently outer edges may be ground thinner than inner edges, thus wall 

thicknesses may slightly vary. The diameter of inner hole and outer disk is 

characterized by a standard ratio of relationship, varying from ¼ to 1/6 in. of 

inner diameter to outer diameter (see e.g., colorpls. nos. 4-01-15, pp. 70-90).  

Although outer diameters may vary from 4 3/4 to 12 1/2 in., they on average 

measure 7¾ -12½ in., with a proportionally related inner hole.  Occasionally 

bi were decorated with the standardized icon of a profile bird perched on top 

of a stand and a stepped altar (Figure 2; also see colorpls nos. 4-11-14, pp. 

82-89). The altar, probably simulating the one used by Liangzhu elite at 

stepped altar cemetery sites, takes a slightly rhomboid rectangular shape, 

flaring at the top, with three indented ridges suggesting tiers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

       
Figure 2a,b,c: Mythic bird with accompanying symbols decorating Liangzhu period bi disks. 
(after fig.15A4, p. 340 and text p. 350). 
 
The altar part is occasionally filled with a motif simulating the graph for sun, 

by circular and slice shape emblems symbolizing sun and moon, or by a 

winged disk emblem symbolizing the bird in flight, and by two eyes within a 

mask shape (see above Figure 2).  In practice, the profile bird on an altar is 

associated only with the imagery of the bi (see Figure 2); it is the most 

consistent attribute decorating this circular disk. 

 Cong or prismatic cylinders, by contrast to the bi, take a more 

complicated shape: an inside cylinder and outside square (see Figure 3).   

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
       Figure 3: Cong prismatic cylinder, Catalogue No. 1 

 

 

Inner cylinder shapes are frequently characterized as two cones meeting at 

their middle. This conical shape results after two solid drills worked from 

opposite sides meet, usually in rough circular edges that are left unpolished 

(see Figure 4). The cone, nonetheless, always remains open as more cylinder 

and less cone in shape (also see e.g., Childs-Johnson 2001: no. 2, fig. 2A, p. 

60). 

 

 

             
Figure 4: Views of inner cylinders of cong (after No. 5-18,117, Hermitage Foundation Museum 
and Gardens; Hayashi, Yang tr., fig. 3-5, p. 128) 



 

 

  
Cong come in tall, medium, and short sizes (see Catalog nos. 1-2, 5-7).  

Shorter versions are usually characterized by wide mouths whose inner 

cylinder is not in the shape of a cone, but polished without remains of a 

midriff identifying opposing drill lines (Figure 5) (Childs-Johnson 2001: no. 

2, pp. 60-1).  

 

           
Figure 5: Cong prismatic cylinder with 1 tier of imagery and smooth inner cylinder, Freer 
Gallery of Art, Gift of Charles Lang Freer, F1919.47 (After no. 5-05, p. 103) 
 
The ratio of inner hole and outer square diameter thus differ between tall and 

shorter versions.  

 The cong exterior square shape is formed by triangular corners or 

cartouche-like prisms that project cardinally outwards at equidistant points. 

These cartouches form picture frames defined as individual, similarly sized 

rectangles, flanked by four plain vertical bands (Figure 6).  

 



 

 

          
Figure 6: Drawing of the cong prismatic cylinder showing four corner cartouches as prisms filled 
with imagery. (After Zhejiang: fig. 129, p. 159 and Hayashi, Yang tr. fig. 3-4, p. 127). 
 
These cartouche-like, four corner prisms are typically filled with a 

standardized imagery of two types that may be repeated in similar size, in 

rows up and down the implement. The two types of imagery represent what 

are simplified versions of the semi-human and animal figures (Figure 7).   

 

  
Figure 7: Drawing of the two standardized images decorating cong, from left to right, cong with 
two tiers showing the two image types, the animal type and simplified semi-human type (After 
fig. 16AB, p. 349; fig. 1E3-2, p. 344). 
 
The semi-human symbol is identified by circular eyes, often with side slits, a 

banded mouth, and a headdress formed by three lateral bands (Figure 7: far 

right and far left top).  The animal is defined by large eye sockets and 

circular pupils, a raised nasal ridge and a banded mouth, sometimes varied 

with an additional upward and downward set of fangs (Figure 7: middle and 



 

 

far left bottom). Spirit birds may flank these two alternate visages (Figure 7: 

left).   

 

 2. The Liangzhu culture and social significance of cong and bi  

The Liangzhu culture is defined geographically as centered in the area of 

Lake Tai, extending north as far as southern Jiangsu province and south as far 

as Hangzhou in Zhejiang province, west into eastern Anhui province, and 

east as far as Shanghai and the coast (Figure 8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Map showing geographical distribution of the three late Neolithic jade-working 
cultures (After fig. 9, p. 313). 
 
 
 
 



 

 

This culture chronologically overlaps with two other jade-working cultures, 

that of the earlier Hongshan in northeast and coastal China, and that of the 

later Longshan (including Shandong Longshan and other Longshan cultures) 

which spread throughout the heartland of north China, as far as southern 

Liaoning province, west as far as Gansu province, east as far as Shanghai, 

and south as far as Hubei province.  

 The Liangzhu culture chronologically encompasses three phases, early, 

middle and late, dating from 3200 to 2300 BCE. The late phase experiences 

large-scale, site building, with tiered altar cemeteries and the manufacture of 

classic Liangzhu jade types.  Socially the Liangzhu culture is characterized 

as a series of large and small city-states or chiefdoms, ruled by those whose 

power was signified primarily by symbolic jades, varying in type from 

weapons and tools, and body ornament to ritual implements. Politically, these 

city-states were pyramidally organized.  The largest site and the Liangzhu 

center, Mojiaoshan in Zhejiang is estimated with moat and wall to measure 

2,900,000 sq m in area, whereas the second largest site, Sidun in Jiangsu is 

estimated at 900,000 sq m in area.  The site at Sidun is calculated to form a 

magnificent, large-scale city with a shape that imitates a jade cong, a circle 

surrounded by a square (see Figure 9). 



 

 

       
Figure 9: Hypothetical reconstruction by Che Guangjin of ground and elevation plans of the 

platform cemetery at Sidun, Wujing, Jiangsu, and a drawing of a 12-tier cong and its open 

cylindrical mouth. (After fig. 11, p. 316) 

 

 Liangzhu period jades are rarely found in residential contexts.  They 

more commonly appear in elite tombs (see review by Childs-Johnson, 2010 

pp. 310-53).  Elite burials by definition derive from man-made, large-scale 

tiered cemetery sites, or what are called in Chinese jitan mudi K "�, or 

altar cemeteries and locally tuzhu jinzita �N\*!, or earth constructed 

pagodas.  Centralized mounds usually rise in three rectangular layers that 

diminish in size.  They are distinguished in color by their construction 

material (pp. 317-19, 326).  Elite burials per mound site usually appear in 

rows, or specialized places in relation to the center of the mound (see figs.10-

11, pp. 314-16).  Other, lesser-status burials, are located in non-mound 



 

 

cemeteries or in residential areas (see e.g., fig. 13:E, p. 320).  The head of 

the deceased is usually oriented north, with feet pointing south.    

 Sets of jades belonging to elite burials comprise three categories: 

ornamental jades, including those that decorate the head and body; jade 

weapons, primarily yue axes; and ritual jades, the cong and bi, prismatic 

cylinders and perforated disks.  Several refined lacquer and ceramic vessels 

accompany jades alongside the deceased corpse, but these are few in number 

compared with jade objects. Jade was the material par excellence that 

identified the ruling elite. The chieftain and related elite were decorated with 

jade from head to toe (Figure 10).  

 
Fig. 10: In situ Burial M19, Fanshan, and hypothetical reconstruction of how jades may have 

decorated a Liangshu leader. (After fig.17, 353) 



 

 

 

 That jade as opposed to any other artifact or material was the high-class 

social symbol par excellence during the Liangzhu period is evident in the 

distribution of jades within elite burials and their lack of appearance in lesser 

status burials (see Table 3, pp. 311-12, fig. 13, table 4, pp. 327-38).  The 

largest number of jades per burial that have been excavated up to this point in 

time belong allegedly to male chieftains buried at Fanshan M12 (table 4, p. 330) 

and at Sidun M3 (see fig. 13C, p. 322; table 4, p. 333).  Although M12 was 

extensively looted, the largest and heaviest cong come from this tomb and the 

largest number of bi and cong come from M3 at Sidun, totaling 33 cong and 24 bi.  

The cong from burial M12:98, the so-called “King of Jade Cong” measures 3.5 in. 

tall and 1.9 in. in diameter, yet weighs 9.9 pounds, with walls measuring 1.6 in. 

thick. Other elite burials from these altar cemeteries usually were supplied with a 

lesser number of jade cong and bi, varying from 2 to 6 in number of cong or of bi, 

or a combination of the two (see table 4, pp. 327-38). 

 As reviewed by Lu Jianfang, Liangzhu society was defined by a pyramidal 

structure with a primary chief reigning over populations and settlements spreading 

outwards in four directions (see  Figure 11 and fig. 14, p. 326).  The site of 

Mojiaoshan belongs at the topmost level and center, comprising a ruler and related 

ruling elite.  Below and spreading beyond the center of Mojiaoshan were 

ancestral alliances and powerful clans, characterizing a second tier of chiefdoms or 

city-states, as defined by other sites with platform cemeteries, such as Sidun and 

Fuquanshan near Shanghai.  A third tier may be defined by sites with smaller 

mound cemeteries, including Zhanglingshan and Caoxieshan, and the lesser fourth 

by other sites without platform cemeteries, including Pingqiu and Longnan, in 

which case burials may only have 1-3 jades or none at all.  



 

 

 

 
Figure 11 Reconstruction of Liangzhu society after Lu Jianfang (After fig.14, p.326) 

 

 Lu’s explanation for different size, tall and short cong, and cong with 

multiple tiers or single tiers of imagery, is based on a similar theory of status and 

power within Liangzhu society (fig.14, p. 326 and Lu 1996 and 2001: 357-366). 

During the late Neolithic period, China went through a “Jade Age” typified by the 

exploitation of the most valued stone, nephrite jade.  Elite at Fanshan and 

Yaoshan, for example, if buried with yue axes were accompanied by only one yue 

in jade replete with jade fittings (see Figure 12).   

 



 

 

 
Figure 12: Yue axe with jade fittings found in situ (after fig.15, p. 342) and axe blade, Catalogue 
No. 17  
 
 
Other axes accompanying elite burials were fashioned in other hard stones. 

Secondly, it is clear that the largest and heaviest jade cong belonged to the richest 

tombs at Fanshan and Yaoshan, and the most numerous belonged to the richest 

tomb at Sidun. These two sites were governed by ranking chieftains.  

 For Lu Jianfang:  

the 32 cong from the 20-year-old’s grave at Tomb 3 at Sidun identify 32 

clans (families) -5 over which this 20 year old male ruled: the 32 clans 

were under his control and were bound as allies with a common belief 

system.  He hypothesizes that at the time of the male’s death, these clans, 

according to some sort of ceremony, possibly funeral, handed over to this 

“city-state” leader their symbol of rank.  Each image of the cong has 

 



 

 

significance tied to family and clan.  For example, the five layers of 

imagery up and down a cong signified the age of the clan; in this case, that it 

had survived for five generations.  Similarly a cong with 15 layers of 

imagery stood for 15 generations of the clan.  Thus, the 32 different clans 

that owed allegiance to the deceased in Tomb 3 at Sidun were recognized by 

their “generational” status, represented in layers of imagery. (p. 339; Lu 

2001:357-366)   

Tiers represent generations of individual clans or tribes over whom the leader ruled 

and controlled. These tiered cong where buried with the ruler (p. 339). 

 Although Lu’s explanation does not explain the significance of the 24 bi in 

the same tomb, the suggestion that generational status was signified by layers of 

imagery appears to be the most convincing argument offered thus far by specialists 

studying this culture and epoch.  This theory about status and power as 

represented through layers of images also coincides with the interpretations of the 

significance of the actual images decorating cong and related symbolic 

paraphernalia.  

 

 3. Religious and symbolic significance of cong and bi 

Although cong and bi may be classified differently from other jades and 

utensils such as weapons and ornaments, beyond the social significance of 

the cong and potentially the bi as well, how do we know that they are ritual 

and not simply symbolic implements?  Form and imagery, as well as later 

textual data and the chronological evolution of their forms are critical factors 

in defining their function as symbolic utensils originating in the form of ritual 

implements.  



 

 

 As convincingly demonstrated by Hayashi Minao (1997 Yang tr.: 124-

69), the cong and bi have a long history in early China, originating during the 

Liangzhu period, diminishing during the Xia, Shang, and Western Zhou 

periods, and reviving during the Eastern Zhou and Han periods.  What is 

significant about the two forms is their transformation during these latter 

phases of time. By the Longshan period, succeeding that of Liangzhu during 

the late Neolithic, the iconic imagery cloaking cong virtually disappears, 

cong shrink in size, yet the concept behind the shape and its significance 

continue to evolve into what Hayashi has identified epigraphically as the 

cosmic pillar or zhu 
� 

 Zhu in Warring States and Han texts is comparable to the ancestral 

tablet placed in the ancestral temple, the symbol of the presence of the 

ancestor, a repository for the spirit as well as the representative of the cosmic 

pillar, the cosmic spirit tree symbolizing spirit axis.  This cosmic pillar or 

cosmic axis symbol is sometimes represented as an animal mask grasping a 

circular bi disk intertwined with mythic dragons and flanked by trees, 

sometimes as a single tree, a single tree with animal mask, or sometimes as a 

money tree supported by a mythic animal and crowned by a mythic bird (see 

Figure 13). It is significant that this concept of pillar and cosmic axis for 

spirit flight and/or residence is corroborated by the imagery decorating cong 

of the Liangzhu period, thus underscoring a tradition of spirit flight that 

originated at least as early as the late Neolithic period, if not earlier.  

 



 

 

 
 

       
Figure 13: Eastern Zhou and Han variations of the zhu as sacred altar (botu) and sacred tree 
(shenshu) (After Hayashi, Yang tr: figs. 3-61, 3-62, 3-683-83, 3-95 on pp. 145-51). 
 



 

 

 The graph for cong may appear in Shang oracle bone inscriptions, as 

represented by the graphic variations in Figure 14:  

  
Figure 14: Graphic variations of cong prismatic cylinder in oracle bone inscriptions (after Shima: 
481 2nd row). 
 
In texts the graph is written with two components, the element for temple , 

and the element for jade A: as zong C�The intimate connection and 

interrelated meaning for temple and jade cong suggest that Hayashi’s 

assessment that this jade originated for worship at an altar or temple 

(conceived as the “temple jade”) is compelling.  

 The consistent orientation of inner circle surrounded by four corners 

directionally oriented in later artistic representations of cong is not 

coincidental, but rather corroborates the early significance of the cong jade.  

The animal at the base of the cosmic tree and spirit bird at the top of the tree 

of Eastern Zhou and Han date (see Figure 13 above, top row, middle image) 

appear to be rearranged images of the ubiquitous animal face and spirit bird 

of earlier Liangzhu cong.  It is also not coincidental that the shape of disk 

with four emanating forms appears elsewhere in the imagery of Liangzhu art, 

decorating the inner surface of blackwares or other artifacts produced during 

the Liangzhu period (Figure 15).    



 

 

         
Figure 15: Variations of the bird disk in Liangzhu art (after Lin 1992: fig. 8-11, p. 224 and 
Figure 2 above) 
 

The concept of the sacred structure called mingtang or spirit hall of Han 

times is based on the same combination of square and circle designs 

simulated architecturally as built structures (see Figure 13, top row, far right). 

 The most convincing argument for the original function of both these 

shapes, the square and circle, that became symbolized in the cong and bi jade 

shapes, nonetheless, is that proposed in 1947 by Henri Michel and reviewed 

by S. Howard Hansford in 1968. As Hansford stated: 

 

The ancient Chinese required some means of determining the direction 

of true north, not only for ritual purposes and the auspicious orientation 

of buildings, but for accurate calculation of the calendar…. In Shang and 

Chou periods, however, the north was not indicated by a bright or clearly 

visible star.  The hsün chi [xunji .8 observation device] was a 

stellar template…Michel suggests that by relating the calibration of a 

particular hsün chi to the ascertainable position of the circumpolar stars 

at a given period…[to] fix the position of true north accurately by this 

means the observer would have required a sighting tube.  This need, 

which may have been met at first by a length of bamboo, was later 



 

 

fulfilled by the ts’ung [cong], which was in fact the yu heng [AU], 

‘jade transverse,’ referred to in the Shu ching [Book of Documents].  

The hsün chi would have fitted over the collar or projecting neck of the 

ts’ung, and would have revolved freely upon it [see Figure 15 below].… 

At that period the stars of the Dipper and the Eastern Wall, as well as our 

present Pole Star, would have been on the circumference of an almost 

perfect circle the centre of which was within one degree of true north 

(Hansford: 65-6). 

 

As maintained by Hansford, this is “by far the most plausible explanation so 

far propounded of the forms and usages of the pi [bi] and the hsün chi 

[cong](p.66).”  

                      
 
 
Figure 15: Wu Dacheng’s hypothestical reconstruction for the use of the flanged disk and cong 
as xunji yuheng (reproduced in Childs-Johnson 2002: fig. 6C, p. 70 after Deng, 1998: fig. 17, p. 
20). 
 
Since there are practical reasons proscribing use of the actual jade cong and 

bi types found in Liangzhu tombs for astronomical purposes (Hansford: 67-8), 

it is more likely that these two jade forms were symbolic implements of their 

prototypes. This is the case in the adoption of the symbolic yue battle axe 



 

 

based on the utilitarian fu axe, as it would be in the Longshan period for the 

insignia dao knife and zhang blades adopted from utilitarian types, the actual 

functional knife and functional spade later appropriated by the shape of the 

insignia dao and zhang (see Childs-Johnson 2000; 1988). This would also 

explain why a central perforation appears in the bi disk, the hole through 

which the sighting tube would have extended.  As Hansford also observed, 

“the use of such tubes by astronomers in the late Chou and Han periods was 

so well known as “to lead to a proverbial expression, i kuan k’uei t’ien [�O

M&], looking at heaven through a tube.”  This gnomon or sighting tube is 

documented by Hsü Chin-hsiung (1997: 133) in oracle bone script, and is 

reviewed by Song Zhenhao (p.112), corroborating and solidifying the 

evidence for this astronomical instrument, and the overriding concern in 

prehistoric and early historic period China for determining the will of the 

spirit world. As so eloquently stated by Hansford: 

 

What, then, has all this to do with the designation of the pi and the 

ts’ung as symbols of Heaven and Earth in the peculiar dualistic 

cosmogony of the Chinese, the concept of two complementary forces 

creating and governing the universe, and the twin religious cults to 

which it gave rise? If the pi and the ts’ung were, in fact, instruments 

used by the ancients to determine the will of Heaven, as manifested by 

the stars, so that Earth and man’s activities could be brought into 

harmony with it, what more fitting symbols could be found than these 

two objects of such distinctive appearance to represent the forces they 

were designed to serve? Michel, like myself, has compared the pi-form, 



 

 

the most sacred known to the Chinese, with the cross-form, the most 

sacred known to the Christian world.  Each has been conspicuous in the 

trappings of kingship and in heraldic art, has undergone modification of 

detail when applied to a great variety of uses, and has been the vehicle of 

all kinds of decoration. Michel has remarked that no one who was 

ignorant of Christian history and tradition would associate the cross-

form, as met with in daily life, with a horrible Roman instrument of 

punishment.  The origin of the pi-form being so much more ancient, 

and almost lost in the borderland of history, it should not be surprising 

that its association with an astronomical instrument has been so long lost, 

even to the prodigious memory of the Chinese.” (Hansford: 68-9). 

 

It should also not be surprising that the bi and gui (blade) form replacing that 

of the cong in certain Han contexts should appear in another standardized 

geometric formulation simulating the cosmos that could be mistaken for the 

Christian cross (see Figure 16 below): 

          

           



 

 

Figure 16: Four gui blade type insignia, with one including the circular bi, used as sacrificial 
jades according to systematizing ritual texts of the Han period (after Hayashi, Yang tr., fig. 1-22 
(1-2), p. 31). 
 
 Corroborative evidence that the shapes of bi and cong are based on 

astronomical implements that have been immortalized in symbolic shapes 

derives from the fact that the diameters of bi perforations and cong inner 

cylinders do not match each other in measurement.  The two were not 

actually used complementarily, but instead served as symbols and probably 

ritual implements of worship on sacred altars.  The two forms appear to be 

symbolic shapes mimicking their prototypical instruments that have been 

preserved in what are not only socially significant in terms of power and 

status, but are connected directly with cosmogony and the belief in 

communicating with the world through an intermediary.  

 Long ago, in the nineteen sixties, Christopher Cullen and Anne Farrer 

(1983), convincingly demonstrated that the term hsuan-chi (xuanji) had 

nothing to do with the flanged trilobate jade disk (different from the bi disk) 

that is known in museums and archaeologically from finds dating to the 

Longshan through early historic eras.  It is also well known to art historians 

and archaeologists that the flanged trilobate jade disk functioned as an 

ornament to hold hair aided by stick pins (fig. 20:E1-7, E21-2, p.360; fig. 23, 

p.366).  These “trilobate” flanges evolved not in relation to anything 

astronomically significant but are decorative abstractions based on the 

representational imagery of three protrusions- a bird and two hooked cloud 

scroll motifs- circumscribing the exterior rim of one of these disks (see fig. 

20:E2-1, p.360).  These flanges are primarily decorative.  It is a 

misunderstanding that the notched jade disk had anything to do with an 



 

 

astronomical instrument.   It is the hypothesis here that the cong and the bi 

of the Liangzhu era evolved as symbolic ritual utensils (luxury items) based 

on astronomical implements.  These tools, although not yet known 

archaeologically in burials or residential remains nonetheless most likely 

existed by the era of the Liangzhu period.  

 

 The connection of the two jade symbols with the belief in metamorphic 

power of one, such as the chieftain or other member of the ruling elite, is 

amply corroborated in the details of imagery decorating cong.  The power of 

metamorphosis is symbolized in Liangzhu imagery, as it is a generation later, 

in the semi-human and animal images decorating ritual bronze vessels of 

Shang times.  There the two interrelated images serve as a symbol of royal 

power and supernatural access, the power of metamorphosis, yi F (Childs-

Johnson 2008).   

 The imagery decorating cong and a chieftain’s body ornaments and 

weaponry is bicephalic: semi-human and animal.  As Hayashi Minao 

originally pointed out, simplified and more complex or representational 

versions of these bicephalic images are interchangeable and represent two 

different images (Hayashi 1992: 56-59). Both are also sometimes flanked by 

images of the spirit bird, as is the bicephalic image on ritual bronzes of the 

Bronze Age date. A comparison of the two images, simplified and 

representational makes this equation clear (see Figure 17).   

 



 

 

         
 

     

 
Figure 17: Variations upon the representational and simplified two images of Liangzhu cong and 
related jade implements. Top row: representational versions; second row; simplified versions; 
bottom row: representational version as represented on the cong, M12:198 from Fanshan (after 
fig.16AB). 
 

As explained earlier:  



 

 

The human deity riding the animal decorating the “king cong” from 

Fanshan [Figure 17 top and bottom rows] is a representational version of 

the simplified two types, human and animal [Figure 17 middle row]. The 

human portion comprises a flat, frontal rendering of an upper torso with 

standardized facial features and a headdress.  The animal face 

comprises two circular eyes, framed by larger circular and lenticular 

bands, a nasal ridge and splayed nostril, plus a long mouth with two 

pairs of tusks [fangs], and a body extension characterized by arms that 

end in bird claws.…The image may be varied in details; for example, the 

arm extensions of the animal mask may not be represented, although 

those of the human are, and vice versa.  Occasionally, the complex 

animal mask with arm extensions is represented without the human but 

there are no examples in which the complex or representational version 

of the human deity is represented alone.  When represented together, 

the human always supersedes the animal, creating a subservient position, 

a disposition that is intentional in signifying spirit transportation and 

transformation.  As discussed at great length elsewhere, these images 

are related to the religious symbol of spirit transformation that endows a 

human with power over the animal realm (Childs-Johnson 1998: 34-36). 

 

What is created by Liangzhu jade workers is a standard icon of metamorphic 

power invested most likely in the owner of the Fanshan jade, M12:198, the 

richest burial at Fanshan. The major symbol of this representational version 

of the metamorphic power symbol also appears on the jade yue symbolic axe 

from the same Fanshan burial M12 (see Figure 18).         



 

 

  

 

 
 
Figure 18 Top: Image of the semi-human riding the animal and below, the yue with similar 
image, plus two mythic birds from Fanshan M12:100-1 (after fig. 15, top, p. 343). 
 

The image is dynamically located in two places on both faces of the axe 

blade.  The semi-human with bird-feather headdress and open arms gripping 

his mount of the bird-clawed animal with large encircled eyes is represented 

at the top, and the spirit birds with similar eyes are represented at the bottom 

of the symbolic weapon.  

 Further corroboration that the major image of the Liangzhu period is 

this image of metamorphosis and spirit flight appears in other details of 

representation. The semi-human spirit power/deity is usually characterized by 



 

 

wings at shoulder level and by a body formed out of the lower animal.  This 

symbiotic relationship confirms spirit power of the human over the animal 

vehicle.  The human literally rides the beast, with outstretched arms 

embracing the animal as if on a super speed chariot led by its steed.  The 

headdress is formed as a display of bird feathers, another symbol of flight, as 

amply demonstrated by Hayashi Minao.   

 Hayashi has identified a key element in Liangzhu representations that 

emphasizes again the imagery of cosmological spirit power.  He is 

persuasive in his assessment that the representation of the eye filling the body 

of the profile bird flanking the mounted human in flight also characterizes the 

eye type of the animal mount: it is significant in symbolizing the power of the 

sun and moon, or life force or breathe, qi <, as it is known in transmitted 

texts in early Chinese history (1992).  Hayashi explores thoroughly the 

representation of qi or the fire vapor of yang and water vapor of yin in 

representing the sun and moon symbols in Han artistic representations. In the 

Zhouli, although a systematizing text of later Han date, he identifies the graph 

6�, which he equates with the eye emblem of Hemudu and Liangzhu 

representations that has transformed and transmuted over several thousands 

of years.  The most powerful evidence for the argument that the eye is 

cosmologically meaningful appears in the various representations of the spirit 

birds in Hemudu and Liangzhu period imagery (see Figures 19, 21). 

 



 

 

Figure 19: Variations of the mythic bird in Liangzhu imagery (after fig. 16C1-4, p. 349). 
 
 
 It is common knowledge that spirit vapors of mythic dragons or mythic 

birds and the actual images of long (dragon spirit) and feng (bird spirit) 

signify qi or life force in Warring States and Han periods.  As discussed at 

length by Hayashi, this qi breathe or life force is ubiquitously represented in 

Warring States and Han art, and may be interpreted as a revival of earlier 

representations signifying cosmic power.  Dragons, feng birds, and wild 

hunted animals are represented in a context symbolizing a benign yet 

pulsating race of cosmic power (Figure 20). 

 

          
 

 
 

Figure 20: Cosmic power qi as symbolized in various contexts of Han artistic representations 
(after Hayashi, Yang tr.1992: figs.1-2, pp. 35-6). 



 

 

 

Life breathe is literally represented as wisps of cloud scrolls or as rays 

simulating bird wings or feathers, as is represented in the bird icons of 

Liangzhu imagery (see Figure 21).  There is a direct correspondance 

between the flames or rays emanating from moon and sun symbols of Han art 

and those emanating from moon and sun symbols simulated in the bird icon 

of Liangzhu art. 

The cosmic power symbol may be represented in multiple ways: by the 

feather of the bird who flies or by the rays emanating from the disk or disk 

held by two birds (Figures 20- 21), in the cloud scrolls filling the face of the 

animal spirit and the human’s body (Figure 17), in the bird feathered 

headdress of the human deity riding his mount (Figure 17), and in the image 

of birds’ eye (Figures 19 and 21). The eye type of the spirit bird represented 

in the art of Hemudu and Liangzhu period imagery varies between a large 

oval or round eye socket with one side extension and inner circular pupil to 

multiple circles within a large pupil and eye socket crowned by fire or vapors 

(see Figure 21): 

 

    



 

 

Figure 21: The two mythic bird icons symbolizing cosmic powers of sun and moon, incised on 
artifacts from Hemudu (after Lin 1992: figs. 8-4, 8-1, 8-2, pp. 207-8). 
 
 
Hayashi differentiates the twin birds as symbols of sun and moon, or as 

symbols of the light and power of the empyrean.  This interpretation is 

corroborated by the images of two birds flanking a centralized circle with 

three to five encompassing circles crowned by flames.  This image is 

revived and anthropomorphized in the Han representations of sun and bird 

documented in Figure 20 above, bottom row.  The correspondence between 

the shape and detail of the eye of the mythic bird and animal face is evident 

in the comparison in Fig. 22. 

            
Figure 22: Detail of the “cosmic eye” as represented in Liangzhu art in association with the 
cosmic bird and cosmic animal mount. 
  
What is also telling is that this empowered eye symbol also fills the body of 

wild boar and tiger images decorating earlier period Hemudu blackwares (see 

Figure 23).   

 



 

 

     
 
Figure 23: Rubbing of the incised décor of a wild boar decorating two sides of a blackware ben 
vessel and a broken piece of blackware with incised image of a tiger, both featuring the cosmic 
eye at the middle of their bodies (after Lin Huadong 1992: fig. 8-10, p. 222 and pl. 7: upper 
right). 
 
 

The fact that this is the same eye of the empowered animal visage on 

Liangzhu cong underscores its significance as a symbol of sky power, the 

power of light, the power of the natural cosmos, and one that is transferred to 

a human’s magical control. Given that both wild animals, the boar and tiger, 

and the spirit animal of Liangzhu imagery are similarly characterized with 

this power symbol helps explain the descriptions of later texts for the 

meaning of ritual bronze imagery as wanwu �@, the myriad manifestations 

or emblems of nature, and during the Shang by the variations of the hunted 

wild animal in combination with the semi-human in ritual imagery.  It is 

also not surprising that the winged bird with similar eye may define the 

image and shape of the atlatl weapon (a spear throwing device) discovered at 

Hemudu and Liangzhu period sites in Zhejiang (Lin 1992: 231-32). Other 

vessels from the Hemudu culture, predecessor of the Liangzhu in Zhejiang 

province, also feature the two eyed semi-human face with feathered 

headdress flanked by bird images and also the trapezoidally shaped altar (see 



 

 

Lin 1992: pl. 7 top and middle left).  The preceding Hemudu culture of 

Zhejiang and that of succeeding Liangzhu culture were intimately related. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Precisely how these cong and bi were actually used during the Liangzhu era 

remains open for interpretation.  No cong or bi has been discovered lying on 

the upper or lower surfaces of the stepped outdoor earthen altars serving as 

the repositories for burials of the ruler and related ruling elite.  Although 

sacrifices through burning, mostly of animals, are evident in connection with 

rituals enacted at the site of these ritual platform cemeteries, actual use of the 

cong or bi is not yet documented. Nonetheless, the use of the symbolic bi and 

cong must have figured ritually since their imagery is expressive of 

metamorphic power of a human.  Their shapes are expressive of the 

prototypes, astronomical instruments of cosmological power, used in seeking 

to understand and control nature’s forces. The picture of the spirit master, the 

commanding ruler replete with corroborating symbols and extensive lands 

must have been majestic and all-powerful, documenting his power that 

extended axially as well as centrifigally throughout nature’s vast realm, 

through qi manifest in the stars, symbolized by sun and moon, as well as 

amidst nature’s wilds, symbolized by the animal. The jade cong and bi most 

likely sat on some sort of altar for worship and spirit communication.  The 

power of a chief was the power to communicate with the empirical world.  

There was no separation between sky and earth, deities and people.  The 

specialized jade cong and bi implements are finely carved artifacts of the 



 

 

most precious material, jade. They are surviving testaments to early Chinese 

belief that the wild world of nature could be understood and mediated.  
 

*Most of the material in this article is based on data published in Elizabeth Childs-Johnson and Gu Fang, The Jade 

Age [and] Early Chinese Jades in American Museums, in Beijing by Science Press in 2010. Citations to this 

publication in the discussion below will appear as figure and page numbers without the title, authors’ names, or date 

of publication. 
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